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HOLY FUCKING SHIT!!!
-John Oliver

Companies to
Look for At
the Career Fair
By Kara Bakowski ~ Daily Bull

The Career Fair is quickly approaching, and chances are
you haven’t started preparing yet. Don’t worry – that’s
what we’re here to help you
with. Here are some of the
companies you may want to
target this year:

AILY

The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...like financial statements!

Vibrams, Those Weird Toe Shoes At Which
You Can’t Stop Staring

Dominion Resources – For
those wishing to spend their
summer gathering the resee Asshole on back

Who Likes Math Puzzles?!

By Alex Dinsmoor ~ Daily Bull

Admit it, you seen someone wearing
those toe shoes and you’ve stared at
them for a slightly worrying amount of
time trying to figure out why anyone on
earth would wear such things. You’re not
alone; we all have. It just doesn’t make
sense why anyone would want to walk
around in something that makes them
look like they have alien feet when a pair
of shoes or flip slops are so much more
convenient to wear.
Having worn Vibrams for the few months,

I have grown to like and even embrace
my “alien feet” and welcome all questions about them, even if they would be
uncomfortable to ask. The most common
one is “don’t they feel really weird or hurt
your feet?” The simple answer to that is
yes and no. Sure, when I was first walking
around in them, I felt and looked like a freak
(if you’ve seen videos of dogs wearing
dog shoes for the first time, I looked just
like that). You can never prepare yourself
for having pieces of fabric surrounding Every. Single. Inch. of your feet after wearing

see Samsung on back

Schlumberger – You’ll get
hired to engineer a better
burger. Who doesn’t want to
eat burgers for four straight
months? Vegetarians need
not apply.
Barracuda Networks – If
you enjoy both business
and helping socially inept,
fish, this is the place for you.
Working conditions are great,
but it’s been said that the
customers are frequently foreign and terrifying.

BUL L

Fill the grid with the digits 1-6 so as not to repeat a digit in any row or column
so the digits within each heavily outlined box or boxes (cage) will produce the
target number shown in that cage by using the operation (addition, subtraction,
multiplication, or division) shown by the symbol after the numeral. For example,
the notation 6+ means that the numerals in the cage should add up to 6 and the
notation 48x means that by multiplying the numbers in the cage you will get 48.
Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

You can, like, get a pair for every day! Put them on after you eat your vegan, granolabased breakfast and drink your organic, free-trade coffee!

What do you mean, “It’s not socially
acceptable to be drunk by noon?”

Studio Pizza Actually Tastes As Good As
Our Ads Say! Those Other Pizzas Don’t!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

from Samsung on front

from Asshole on front

socks for so long. Once you get used to them it becomes almost like a second
skin for your feet, and you’ll forget you’re wearing them.

sources to start your own dominion on Mars. But hurry – supplies and open territory on the red planet are limited!
Packaging Corporation of America – Rather than an internship, you are taken on a relaxing, four-month journey
focusing on improving yourself in both mind and body. If you know what I mean ;)
Performance Software – Previous work experience at Packaging Corporation of America is required for this job.
Performance Software, where your pleasure
is our
product!
65 by
50
sigma maze
Cummins Inc. – Quoted as being the “best place to work ever,” many employees find that they rarely leave the
workplace stressed. Hours are flexible and pay is based on performance.
Hopefully this advice has been helpful! Best of luck on Tuesday, and remember to dress for success – so if you’re
interviewing with any of those last three companies...yeah.

Hey Look, a Maze!
START PRAYING

OMG guys, these are sooo good for exercising! I just couldn’t
lift kettle bells until I got my Vibrams!

The worst part about wearing these shoes is feeling feet conscious whenever you
walk outside. Such as a terrible car crash, people who see others wearing Vibrams
just can’t look away. They’ve been known to cause traffic jams in Fisher due to all
of the onlookers. Getting over this feeling of everyone in the world staring at your
feet is probably the hardest thing to do, since your friends often give you a hard
time about wearing them because they
The Daily Bull just can’t stop staring
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Outside of all of the negatives of wearing
them, lies a silver lining; they are really
good for your feet and body. Ignoring all of the science mumbo-jumbo,
walking and running barefoot, or close
to it, really does help your balance and
leg and foot muscles; even if you may
look really weird doing it. Having worn
Vibrams for an extended period of time,
I can really notice the difference going
back to regular shoes. Plus while driving,
you get that awesome barefoot feeling.
Love them or hate them, Vibrams is
possibly the oddest shoe out on the
market today (rivaling Lady Gaga’s shoes,
but significantly more practical). Even if
you won’t stop staring at them, people
will continue to wear them. Hey, maybe
someday you will know what’s it like to
wear the “foot condoms.”

FINISH HIM

